
Industrial CleanersSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Unique concentrate features incredible cleaning and 
   degreasing power for nearly any surface

• Neutral pH, no fragrance and no chemical odors make this the 
   safest degreaser available

• Green Seal Certified (GS-37)
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State Industrial Products
5915 Landerbrook Drive
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
To Order Call: 1-866-747-2229
www.statechemical.com

Canada
6935 Davand Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1L5
To Order Call: 1-800-668-6513

Puerto Rico
Royal Industrial Park, Bldg “M”
Local #5, Carr 869, km 1.5 Palmas 
Cataño, P.R. 00962
To Order Call: 787-275-3185

PACKAGING

119537  260 GL Tote
115898 55 GL Drum
115897  20 GL Drum
115896 5 GL Pail
115893  1 GL Bottle/CS4
115895 3 L Bottle/CS4

TOUGH CLEANER
Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser is designed to attack even the toughest 
accumulated greases and soils emulsifying them so they are easily 
rinsed or wiped away. It’s super concentrated formula handles any 
cleaning and degreasing task from light- and medium-duty cleaning 
of walls, countertops, and garage and factory floors, all the way up to  
heavily-soiled and greasy parts and equipment.

FORMULATED FOR COST SAVINGS
Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser is super-concentrated meaning you use 
less product to get the job done, saving money compared to cheap ready-
to-use degreasers. Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser is designed specifically 
for use in all of State’s One Solution™ dilution control equipment, which 
provides consistent, accurate dilution every time. No more hand mixing 
and waste. Dispense into spray bottles, mop buckets, pressure washers 
and auto scrubber machines. Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser can also be 
used in One Solution foaming equipment for large cleaning jobs.

SAFE, SUSTAINABLE, EFFECTIVE
Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser’s performance and versatility are 
matched only by its safety. A neutral pH, no fragrance or harsh chemical 
odor and a formula that is non-corrosive and non-flammable makes this 
one of the safest degreasers available. Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser’s 
green-certified formula has undergone rigorous testing to assure its 
human and environmental safety as well as thorough performance testing 
to ensure that it works as well as any conventional degreaser. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
For light-duty cleaning: Dilute 2 ounces (1:64) Ecolution Pro Cleaner 
Degreaser to one gallon of cold tap water. Apply to surface, then wipe 
and rinse surface clean. 

For medium-duty cleaning: Dilute 4 ounces (1:32) Ecolution Pro 
Cleaner Degreaser to one gallon of cold tap water. Apply to surface, 
then agitate with cloth or brush if necessary, and wipe or rinse clean. 

For heavy-cleaning: Dilute 8 ounces (1:16), or for extra heavy cleaning 
dilute 16 ounces (1:8) Ecolution Pro Cleaner Degreaser to one gallon of 
cold tap water. Apply to surface, agitate with brush if necessary, and 
rinse clean. 

Pressure sprayer: Dilute 16 ounces (1:8), of Ecolution Pro Cleaner 
Degreaser to one gallon cold tap water. Spray on soiled area and let the 
solution penetrate for several minutes on heavily-soiled areas. Rinse or 
wipe clean as needed.

NOTE: Will not harm metal surfaces. Because this is a heavy-duty 
degreasant, care should be utilized on painted surfaces. 

NOTE: For food plant, use surfaces must be thoroughly rinsed with 
potable water before re-use.

Please review label and SDS for all product directions, precautions and 
first aid information.

TECHNICAL DATA
Appearance: Clear blue-green liquid
Odor: Mild, no fragrance added
pH: 7.0 - 8.0 (diluted)
Shelf Life: Minimum one year

This product meets Green Seal™ Standard GS-37 based on 
effective performance, concentrated volume, minimized/
recycled packaging and protective limits on: VOCs and 
human & environmental toxicity. GreenSeal.org.


